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Abstract. Provenance Network Analytics is a method of analyzing provenance
that assesses a collection of provenance graphs by training a machine learning
algorithm to make predictions about the characteristics of data artifacts based on
their provenance graph metrics. The shape of a provenance graph can vary according the modelling approach chosen by data analysts, and this is likely to affect the accuracy of machine learning algorithms, so we propose a framework for
capturing provenance using semantic web technologies to allow use of multiple
provenance models at runtime in order to test their effects.
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Introduction

Provenance data describes the events, agents, resources and relationships that have led
to the creation of a piece of data or thing and as such is naturally expressed as a graph.
Provenance is used in a range of application domains, e.g. geospatial [1]–[3] and scientific experimentation [4]–[6]. Some of these applications generate large and complex
graphs resulting in a volume of data that is beyond the scope of inspection and query.
While some strategies exist [7]–[9] to simplify their representation for human usability,
these techniques are typically made for an individual inspecting a single provenance
graph to judge fitness for use of a specific artefact.
Provenance Network Analytics (PNA) is an approach proposed by Huynh et al [10],
[11], which instead attempts to help users assess fitness for use for an artefact by assessing a collection of provenance graphs. In their work, they use a set of provenance
specific network metrics [12] adapted from network theory [13]. These are used to summarize a dependency subgraph graph as a feature vector to train machine learning algorithms to predict characteristics of the data artefact for which the provenance has
been expressed.
This technique is used in [10] to assess the quality of a map feature from CollabMap,
a crowdsourced mapping initiative used for disaster relief planning. Using feature vectors from these provenance graphs, the authors trained a machine learning algorithm to
predict user trust ratings with 95% accuracy. They have also tested this in other applications; identifying message types in a disaster response simulation game and identify-
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ing owners of PROV-N documents, achieving a high degree of classification accuracy
across these domains [11].
However, in [11] the authors note that the model chosen for the provenance could
impact the quality of the ultimate machine learning model produced. We replicated this
in [14], using PROV graphs generated from Open Street Map (OSM) history data, obtaining only 54% accuracy when attempting to predict the incidence of fix-me tags left
by users to indicate issues with the data describing a map feature.
Fig. 1. Comparison of techniques between various approaches for machine learning over provenance graphs, and the ultimate accuracy, from [14]

Analysis goal
Graph structure
Feature Vector
ML Technique used
Target Attributes
Target flags ratio
Most Relevant metrics
Data sets

Accuracy of results

OSM [14]
Predict prevalence of fix-me tags
6 relationships,3 vertex types
MFD, #vertices, #edges, diameter
decision tree classifier
fix-me tag
50:50
diameter
Two geographic sets containing
30265 and 97393 features, adjusted to 298 and 1604
54%

Huynh et al [10]
Predict user trust ratings
3 relationships, 4 vertex types
MFD, #vertices, #edges, diameter
decision tree classifier
Trusted/uncertain rating
50:50
#vertices, #edges
Three sets divided by data type: 5175
buildings, 4911 evacuation routes and
3043 route sets
95%

The inability to replicate the classifier accuracy of [10] in [14] could have any number
of reasons. While it could be argued that provenance is not useful for making predictions about the characteristics of data, the results obtained from the work by Huynh et
al [10], [11] are sufficient to discount this. Alternatively, the specific characteristic (i.e.
the fix-me tag) cannot be predicted by the provenance analytics method. While we cannot discount this entirely, it seems unlikely, as this characteristic is analogous to a user
trust rating. Another possibility is that there are errors in the way the machine learning
algorithms were used. This is of course possible and will be investigated further during
this project. However, there are two important factors which bear deeper investigation:
• The network metrics chosen. It is apparent from the previous Provenance Network
Analytics work [11] that these metrics have an impact on the machine learning accuracy and that this varies depending on the type of feature from which the provenance is derived.
• The shape of the extracted subgraphs, defined by the way the provenance is modelled
and expressed by analysts. Huynh et al [11] found that the results from one of the
applications they studied, although still useful, were significantly poorer than the
other two applications. From visual inspection they noted that the shape of these
graphs was quite distinctive and so parameterized their capture method to vary the
shape of the graph. Doing so effected the classification accuracy.
The modelling of provenance is something of an art form, and characteristics of a provenance graph can vary depending on the application, use-case, and analysis requirements. E.g. nodes can be abstracted for reasons of confidentiality and data protection
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[15], or granularity can be varied to manage computing resources [16]. These approaches to the expression of a graph decide its topological characteristics and are likely
to influence the effectiveness of PNA. OSM history data presents a variety of ways in
which provenance could be extracted to create provenance graphs whose form differs
depending on the modelling approach chosen.
For example, Table 1 shows two structurally different graphs of provenance for the
same OSM map artefact. The accompanying table shows some graph theoretic measurements and values for MFD (maximum finite distance), a provenance specific measurement used in [10], [11]. The graphs are obviously different in appearance and produce a different set of measurement values.
Table 1. Two provenance graphs of an OSM map feature

G1

G2

Table 2. Metrics from the graphs in Table 1
metrics
Nodes
Edges
Components
Diameter

G1
12
27
1
3

G2
8
9
1
5

MFD
entity-entity
entity-activity
entity-agent
activity-entity
activity-activity
activity-agent
agent-entity
agent-activity
agent-agent

G1
1
2
3
0
0
2
0
0
1

G2
1
2
3
0
0
1
0
8
9

It is likely that different approaches to provenance modelling will result in variations
in the accuracy of machine learning classifiers. To identify any effect, a framework for
testing the PNA method using graphs built using a range of modelling approaches is
needed. Our contributions in this work are the following:
• We create a provenance extraction framework that allows the shape of a provenance
graph to be changed at runtime.
• We showcase the use of this framework on Open Street Maps, and show how an
OSM XML history file can be parsed into a history representation that allows any
number and shape of provenance graphs to be generated programmatically
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A multi-model graph analysis framework.

The system proposed here is related to methods of ‘scraping’ provenance from log files
generated by an application as part of its instrumentation, such as [17], [18]. The diagram in Fig. 2 shows our process, which uses OSM XML History Data, which is in
the same format as the OSM dataset but contains the state of each map artefact at any
stage in the its history, including timestamp, software used, external dataset derivations
and an ID of the creator agent. Rather than scraping a specific expression of provenance
from the data by parsing, XSLT is used to transform it into an RDF Graph. This is
encoded using OWL and the PROV-O ontology, which are used to enrich the data set
by entailing more triples to generate a comprehensive and universal provenance graph
from which different PROV-DM representations can be extracted.
The resulting RDF is added to a Triple Store created using the Apache JENA Java
libraries. The PROV graphs for map features are obtained using SPARQL queries
which return RDF Graphs as Apache JENA RDF model objects, which can be converted to network graph representations and feature vectors using the JENA-JUNG
Graph Analysis Library. The feature vectors will be used to train a Machine Learning classifier.
We capture data with the PROV-DM elements that allow data enrichment by inference using the PROV-O ontology. Fig. 3 shows the attribution and derivation relationships of an OSM map artefact. The relationships in bold show provenance that has been
explicitly declared in the RDF produced by the XSLT transformation. The other relationships have been inferred by a reasoner using PROV-O.
Fig. 2. The framework process

Fig. 3. Inferred triples in Protégé

We also use a qualified relations design pattern [19] for the provenance relationships,
so that each edge is reified into an individual, linked with a qualified relation edge so
that more triples can be inferred, creating the simpler wasAttributedTo and
wasDerivedFrom relationship.
Once this process is complete, PROV graphs are then extracted using different
SPARQL queries to the same set of PROV data as seen in Fig. 4
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Fig. 4. Two SPARQL Queries with their resultant graphs
CONSTRUCT {
?version prov:wasDerivedFrom ?entity.
?entity prov:wasAttributedTo ?agent.
} WHERE {
?entity provanalytics:versionOf osm:254430.
?version prov:wasDerivedFrom ?entity.
?entity prov:wasAttributedTo ?agent
}

CONSTRUCT {
?entity prov:qualifiedAttribution ?attr.
?attr prov:entity ?entity.
?attr prov:agent ?agent.
?version prov:qualifiedRevision ?rev.
?rev prov:entity ?entity.
} WHERE{
?entity provanalytics:versionOf osm:254430.
?entity prov:qualifiedAttribution ?attr.
?attr prov:agent ?agent.
?version prov:qualifiedRevision ?rev.
?rev prov:entity ?entity.
}

This framework allows specification of PROV models using SPARQL. The example
above shows two graphs produced by different SPARQL queries run over RDF data
extracted from an OSM history file with axioms generated by a reasoner in Protégé
[20]. Using feature vectors from results like these we train a ScikitLearn Decision Tree
Classifier [21]. This provides a human readable output with information about the significance of the various graph metrics in the classification process, which can be used
to help inform the design of other PROV models which can be extracted from the data
using SPARQL.
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Future work

Once this framework is completed we will create another XSLT module for use with
Ordnance Survey history data and examine other target quality characteristics. We will
also explore other machine learning techniques to see if classification accuracies can
be improved and if so, whether the decision tree classifier can still be used alongside
other algorithms to provide information about the role of the various metrics and different graph morphologies and what insights this might give us into the social worlds
and processes of data creation.
Because we are using RDF in a triple store we will be able to update our Provenance
dataset as the OSM history is updated. This dataset could be used to produce a provenance powered spatial representation of predicted data quality that updates over time.
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